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A  N O T E  F R O M  O U R  F O U N D E R

Nice to meet you, I'm
Lauren!
 

You might still find me with a 6-shot espresso-

in-hand,but NOT because I have to.I was a

desperate-new-mom now turned sought-after

sleep expert, and I’m here to help you get out of

the Mombie Zone, too.Just like you, after I had

my first babe, I couldn’t bear the thought of

letting my little babe just cry it out. But MOMMA

needs her sleep, am I right?I wondered if there

could possibly be a gentler way.So, I dove deep

into self-study, and finally got my son sleeping

at least 8 hours by the age of 8 weeks. 

With my babies only 20 months apart, I enrolled in an

online sleep consulting school while on my second

maternity leave.I became a certified sleep

expert, and began this business to not only help my

family, but families around the worldwith a realistic

& modern sleep approach I couldn’t find anywhere

else.The Sleep and the City Mission: to teach you a

gentle, hands-on, no cry-it-out sleep plan that works

with #reallife. I want to get you and your baby past

the wink-of-sleep stage in no time so you can rest

easy, and get back to the land of functional adults.

 

EXPERT INFANT & TODDLER SLEEP CONSULTANT

lauren olson
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W H A T  I S  A  S C H E D U L E ?

Figuring out the perfect schedule, while avoiding overstimulation and sustaining social obligations, can
seem like a mammoth task. How do you ensure your child (and you!) is ready for a schedule, without feeling

like your daily life has been compromised in the process?

In short, we’ve found that introducing a

schedule, as early as birth, allows for

you to set up clear routines and

boundaries for your baby (which they

will grow to expect and love!)

 

It gives every parent and caretaker time

to explore their child's limitations (hey,

sometimes it takes sitting down for a

few hours with a calculator!), discover

age-appropriate wake windows,

organize the string of necessary nap

time goals, and- lets be honest-

provides the predictability that humans

crave and thrive upon. While schedules

don't have to be followed exactly down

to the minute every day, implementing a

consistent schedule will help your day

become more enjoyable.

First, decide that you're ready to give up

the occasion social obligation- it's ok to

say "no" if it's during' baby's name time,

you won't be in "nap jail" forever.

 

Move through this guide as your baby

grows up, and take into account that all

recommend times can be flexible by 30

minutes in either direction, for instance

if a baby slept in that morning or took a

shorter-than-normal nap.

 

Make sure your sleep environment is

set up properly: between 68-72

degrees, white noise running, and you

have a routine that is followed

repetitively prior to the suggested nap

and bedtimes.

To begin, wake your child up around the

same day every morning within 30

minutes to stay on schedule.  Don't

move up a nap time dramatically earlier

to accommodate early rising- having a

decent schedule should smooth this out

eventually on it's own (woo hoo!).

 

Once you've started your new schedule

with your child, schedule all outings,

playdates, and family gatherings during

your child's wakeful periods.

 

The following schedules by age are

designed to balance your day, meet your

child's recommended daily nap totals,

while giving them 10-12 hours (or

more!) of sleep at night!
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E A T - P L A Y - S L E E P  

Trying to understand if baby is hungry, sleepy or just plain bored can be pretty frustrating at times . 
How do you help baby tell time before they are able to read a clock?

You've heard about it.  Friends swear by

it.  But you have no clue where to even

start.  

 

Eat-Play-Sleep (then repeat) gained

popularity in the early 90's and for good

reason; like a schedule, it gives your

child the ability to understand "what's

coming next", and therefore helps

transitions in your day become more

accepted by your child.

 

The "Eat" portion is simply that: Feeding

time!  Bottle or breast-fed, this occurs

right after a child wakes up in the

morning or from a nap.  Baby not hungry

right away?  Trying waiting another 30

minutes before offering.

The "Play" portion can be tummy time or

clothing changes for Newborns,

playdates and errands for older children.  

Outdoor time is always highly

encouraged via stroller walks or

playgrounds.

 

The "Sleep" portion comes after all that

playtime, when baby's wake window is

coming to an end.  Insert your naptime

or bedtime routine here, and you've got

the perfect recipe to place baby down in

his or her sleep environment.

 

Once asleep- it's YOU time!  Take a

break and relax, catch up on your

favorite shows, have some bonding time

with an older sibling, and repeat once

baby wakes up.

The first few days of beginning Eat-

Play-Sleep can be trying on some

families, especially with children under 

 6 months of age still taking three to

four naps a day.  80% consistency is

the rate at which we recommend to help

your child begin to learn the new

routine.

 

If child tends to fall asleep during the

feeding process, try a diaper change

first.  If child wakes up early from a nap,

try holding off a bit to offer a feed or

offer the feed if baby seems hungry.  

 

Overall be patient, and make sure all

parents and caretakers are on board

with the new routine of Eat-Play-Sleep!
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S C H E D U L E S  0 - 6  M O N T H S

Timing out your Newborn's nap can be extremely tricky, especially if they tend to be inconsistent in length
or occur at different times of the day.  Read below on what to expect when it comes to scheduling a brand

new baby in the house.

Congrats on your new baby! Here are

some newborn scheduling tips to

remember  (if you forget everything else

from this section- Mommy brain!):

 

Under 6 months, babies cannot abide by

a “clock” schedule. Sleep times must be

determined by a combination of sleep

cues and wake windows.

 

To determine wake windows at this age,

use 45-60 minutes in between naps

when sleep was 45 minutes or less, and

closer to 90 minutes if nap was longer

than 1 hour.

 

 

 

 

Under 6 months, naps will be

inconsistent in time and overall length,

and a 30-40 minute catnap is extremely

common during Months 3 & 4.

 

Under 6 months, naps will be best timed

using age-appropriate wake windows

and sleep cues such as rubbing eyes,

yawning, appearance of purple eyelids,

etc.

 

Due to the fact that newborn naps are

inconsistent, the schedules below are

for example only, using the Eat-Play-

Sleep method.

Wake Windows by Age:

 

0-4 Weeks: 45-90 minutes

 

4-8 Weeks: 60-90 minutes

 

8-12 Weeks: 1-2 hours

 

12-16 Weeks: 1.5-2.5 hours

 

4-6 Months: 2-2.5 hours

 

*Shorter wake windows will always

occur in the morning.  Always shorten

windows if sleep cues are shown early.
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EXAMPLE SCHEDULES

www.sleepandthecity.com
hello@sleepandthecity.com

Sleep & the City is a worldwide and trusted sleep consulting firm for children ages 0-5 years.
For inquiries or scheduling, contact us at:



S C H E D U L E  4 - M O N T H S  



S C H E D U L E S  7 - 2 4  M O N T H S

Now that you've survived the Newborn stage, your baby is officially ready for a clock schedule and
potentially drop a nap!  In this stage, be mindful of the wake windows, but abide closer to the clock.

By 7 months, although wake windows

are still extremely important for many

reasons, most children are ready to

follow a clock schedule, thus making

the family's entire day more predictable.

 

Starting at 7 months, wake up &

bedtimes become more consistent.

 

Between 7-9 months, most children will

be ready to drop down to two naps. 

 Ideally naps will last 1+ hours each, and

the afternoon nap tends to be the

longest of the two.  Cat naps in the

early evenings may still occur.

 

 

 

 

Between 15-18 months, most children

will be ready to drop down to one nap.

 

When your child shows signs of

dropping the nap (nap refusal, unable to

fall asleep quickly, etc.), try using our

Bridge Schedule to drop the morning

nap.

 

Ideally the remaining single nap will last

1.5-2 hours.

 

If child wakes up earlier than normal for

the day, do NOT adjust nap time earlier

to accommodate; this will only re-

enforce early rising.  Instead, offer Nap

#1 30 minutes earlier than normal.

Wake Windows by Age:

 

7-9 months: 2-3.25 hours

 

9-12 months: 3-3.5 hours

 

12-18 months: 3-4 hours

 

18-24 months: 4-5 hours

 

 

*Shorter wake windows will always

occur in the morning.  Always shorten

windows if sleep cues are shown early.
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EXAMPLE SCHEDULES
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S C H E D U L E S  2 - 4  Y E A R S

You've had your hands full with potty training, a new baby in the house, and moving your toddler to the big
kid bed, and suddenly things seem like a mess. How do you keep your toddler on a schedule and keep nap

time simple and fuss-free?

Welcome to Toddlerhood, where

wrenches are often throw into sleep

and children find their voices, coupled

with another bout of separation anxiety

and a BIG sleep regression, which tends

to disturb even the best schedules.

 

By the age of 2, most toddlers will be

taking one solid nap, lasting 1.5-2 hours

each, not to exceed 3 hours.

 

If no nap is taken, encourage quiet time

in child's room for at least 30-60

minutes.

 

 

 

 

Wake windows will be between 5-6

hours.

 

 

Children 2-2.5 years will need the

shorter wake window in front of the nap.

 

 

Children 2.5+ often need the larger

wake window in front of the nap.

 

If child wakes up earlier than normal for

the day, do NOT adjust nap time earlier

to accommodate; this will only re-

enforce early rising.  Instead, offer the

nap 30 minutes earlier than normal.

Children will drop the nap completely (or

in more commonly) between the age of

3 and 4 years old.

 

During the month that your child no

longer takes a nap, move your bedtime

up by 30-60 minutes to accommodate a

child that becomes overtired.  

 

And don't forget that you're doing great.  

Has anyone told you that lately?  I see

you Mama. 
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EXAMPLE SCHEDULES
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W H A T ' S  N E X T ?
Some babies need a little bit more help, and that's ok.  Sleep is not a luxury reserved only for the wealthy. 

 We have a plethora of options available for every family, every budget, and every sleeping situation.  
We are so glad  that you are here, and we can't wait to help!

Stay tuned for more tips coming to your email soon!  Even though, like I

said, this freebie is packed with value, I’ve got more to give. From my

experience in my early childhood development career, as a sleep expert

(trusted by DockATot and Disney), and #reallife as a real Mom of two, I know

the schedule is just step one to training your baby to sleep, no matter what

the world throws at you. 

 

I’m here to guide you through it all, and ease your fears. Think of me as a

virtual version of a can of rosé, waiting to greet you after a long, LONG day. I

know this is going to change the game for you, and I can’t wait to help you

and your baby sleep through the night on the regular.

With love and a dose of #reallife, xo Lauren



BONUS: NIGHT SCHEDULES
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